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It’s been a while since we last sent a newsletter and to
be frank, it has been the last thing on my mind.
That’s not something I’m proud of and
communicating with one’s customers should be close to
front of mind all the time, but it is an indication of the
unbelievably strange times in which we live.
I can’t say the storm is over but so far we have
weathered it as well as we can and I’d like to think that
has got a lot to do with our brand: in times of trouble
people turn to what they trust, where familiarity and
positive experiences give a sense of normality. Sure,

Sole agencies:

there’s been a downturn and we’ve had to tighten our
belt wherever possible (it turns out we didn’t really
need that coffee machine in reception, or the fancy
on-hold messaging service) and we haven’t shed an
employee.
What the rest of the year turns out like is anyone’s
guess, but we’ll continue doing what has made us a
success. And that includes developing products, and
this issue of MPowered is full of them!
Rob Green

FLY HIGHER!
Well, we did it: perfected a Raptor upgrade.
There were plenty of naysayers, and with the Ford’s smart electronics, cracking
the codes wasn’t easy. But we’ve now got a number of cars out there and we’re
thrilled with the feedback. In fact, one owner tells us his consumption has
improved from about 11.8 l/100 km to approximately 10.5!
Our Stage One which comprises the following:
• RGM 76mm custom-made stainless-steel performance exhaust, including a
76mm Techniflow de-cat downpipe from the turbochargers.
• Fit & map Unichip X (fitment includes the new Easyconnect plug-in wiring
system, which is totally reversible).
• RGM high-efficiency and widened Leviathan intercooler (approximately
double the volume of the stock unit) upgrade.
• Serviceable, high-performance cotton gauze air filter element (K&N or BMC).
And rather than waffling on about the power and torque gains, we thought
the easiest thing to do is share the power and torque graphs – not bad results for
a car still running the stock turbo!
All our conversions include a six month/20 000 km warranty on parts
and workmanship.

TAKE IT TO THE MAX
Isuzu’s D-MAX is due for
replacement within the next 12
months, but the current model
remains a solid choice if value for
money rather than fashion
appeal is what turns you on.
We recently upgraded a
3.0-litre TDI for JP Gerhardt, who
has had a number of his vehicles
upgraded over the years, but not
by us. His brother, however, has
and recommended JP give us a
try. We think he’s satisfied:
“My expectations have been
exceeded – I recently went to
Clarens, towing a half-tonne
trailer, and it felt like I was
driving a different vehicle. The
power was great and the
economy seemed largely
unaffected – I couldn’t be
happier.”
JP’s 2019 D-Max was the
recipient of a Stage One upgrade,
comprising a stainless-steel
exhaust with a de-cat downpipe,
Unichip Q Plug ‘n’ Play piggyback
computer, and a high
performance air filter.
Power leapt from 130 kW to
178, with torque jumping from
380 Nm to 545. And, as our
graphs show, it has some of the
best curves since Marilyn Monroe!
Total price of the conversion,
including our six month/20 000
km warranty, is R23 800. It’ll also
fit sixth-generation KB300s going
back to 2013…

A BETTER CRUISER
More hardcore than a Toyota Land
Cruiser you don’t get and Toyota
dealers say they can’t get enough
of the Namib special edition of the
double cab V8 turbodiesel.
If you’re serious about over-landing
you’ll find in it a vehicle that wants for
little – except for more power and some
gear ratios to make open road cruising

less frenetic.
We can fix both and because of the
work involved, it makes sense to do
both simultaneously. We’ve offered a
similar upgrade to this engine for a
while – refining and improving it as we
go – so let’s start with the gearbox.
We remove the gearbox as part of the
conversion to fit a clutch capable of

handling the best part of 1 100 Nm.
We can, therefore, also change the fifth
gear (and second gear too) ratio. This
extends the gearing by 19 percent in
top gear, dropping engine speed to a
comfortable 2 400 rpm at a true 120
km/h.
Our engine upgrade also helps reduce
the 0 – 100 km/h sprint time to a
respectable 10.5 seconds from almost
19 but more importantly, a dash from
60 to 100 km/h in fourth gear now
takes a respectable 5.5 seconds. This is
a number that matters hugely, when
you’re overtaking with your family
onboard and your boat behind.
Other features of the engine upgrade
include:
• Bad Boy Red turbo, to get those gases
into the engine ASAP!
• Full Techniflow exhaust, to get the
gases out fast!
• RGM-Leviathan extra-large intercooler
– to keep the gases cool!
• ECU remapped with a flash tune – to
make sure the gases ignite at exactly
the right moment!

BLOWING HARDER

YELLOW THERE,
MUSTANG OWNERS!
As a bang-for-the-buck all-rounder sportster, the Mustang is a hard act
to follow.
If you were one of SA’s early adopters, you’ve already had a number of
pleasurable years behind the wheel of the USA’s favourite muscle car and
whatever you chose – coupe, convertible, V8 or 2.3 Ecoboost - the ‘Stang
ticks a lot of boxes. And if you’re getting this mailer you’ve probably visited
us for some go-faster bits and you may even be a driver of one of the
30-odd V8s we’ve supercharged.
So we’re pleased to be able to tell you about an opportunity to give your
Mustang – irrespective of the model, as long as it is a pre-2019 facelift – a
sharper edge. Crisp handling can make all the difference to the driving
pleasure and we’re offering you the chance to upgrade to a set of BILSTEIN
B6 high-performance dampers.
B6 means the ride height (and springs) remains unchanged, and if you’re
looking for uncompromised comfort and factory-spec ground clearance this
is an excellent option. While it isn’t essential to change the set – you could
just replace the front or rear pair, for example – we would definitely
recommend doing both front and rears.
With that in mind we’ve come up with an exceptionally keen price: R16
999 including VAT and fitted in our Motorsport workshop – we’ll also throw
in wheel alignment. That is an excellent deal for premium-quality,
German-made monotube shock absorbers and we guarantee if you’re
changing from the stock items to these, you’ll feel the difference before
our Randburg HQ has disappeared from view.

Our default supercharger for V8s
has always been Whipple, and it
isn’t going to change anytime
soon.
That’s mainly because a
fifth-generation version of the
trusty V3 Whipple is now
available. Without going into the
technical detail – which you can
find here in you’re interested https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZooT5YHcZeY - this all-new
supercharger features
industry-leading efficiency from
idle to redline.
Oh, and we can order them for
you in a variety of colours.

SERVICE?
The lockdown hasn’t done
anyone much good but that is
changing, albeit slowly. If your
car or company fleet has been
dormant for a few months, now
would be a good time to give it a
once-over. Our Service workshop
is geared for this and we offer a
bumper-to-bumper check that is
designed to give you peace of
mind and a clear understanding
of what needs to be done, and
how soon. Contact Robbie:
service@rgmotorsport.com or
011 792-8352.

We're proud to do business with the following partners: Stigworx, BMW Car Club, Regent Racing, Toyota Club SA, Subaru SA, Unichip-Q,
Vari brakes, Technizone, KW, Eibach suspension, Roadworx, RMI, AA, Dent Express, A-Line Wheels, Drift Innovation, VPS Midrand, Glutek,
Indyoil, Ohlins, Sajco, Powerbrake and Fox Suspension.

